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Introduction
Conventional material processing methods are being replaced by modern laser
micromachining, as lasers are great tools when working with micro/nanoscale
objects, exhibit excellent machining and edge quality applicable in the industry such
as making miniature watch internal parts or nozzles in inkjets [1]. Most lasers emit
beams having a Gaussian intensity distribution [2], though the peak of the
distribution may initiate strong ablation of the material, the periphery of the beam
may not be sufficient for material ablation, and the material may undergo heating
and the micromachining quality decreases [3]. In addition, due to a non-zero
gradient of the Gaussian beam, the depth of the ablated channels tends to saturate
and the profiles are not cylindrical and resemble a V-shape. The peripheral damage
may be reduced if a non-Gaussian intensity distribution is used [5]. Using a different
beam intensity distribution such as a top-hat beam may be beneficial as it is reported
that it reduces the heat-affected zone and improves micromachining quality [6].

Experimental setup
The experiment setup consists of:
1. Femtosecond laser “CARBIDE” (Light Conversion UAB)
2. Beam guiding mirrors
3. Binary phase mask
4. Focusing lens f = 500 mm
5. Camera ( CCD sensor and Shack – Harmann wavefront sensor) mounted on 

motorized z-axis positioning track

Phase mask design
• Commercially available top-hat shapers are not easy to use, require careful

tuning, work in a narrow wavelength and beam diameter range, are costly in
the range of thousands of euros.

• Simpler solutions on how to transform a Gaussian beam into a beam resembling
a top-hat distribution is to use a binary phase mask manufactured from glass
with an aperture in the middle.

• Using theoretical simulations, the optimal phase mask parameters were
determined. On simulations used three variables:

Ø Phase mask aperture width L.
Ø Phase delay.
Ø Distance between lens and camera.

• Experimental measurements were conducted according to optimal simulation
parameters, observing beam shape change, adjusting phase mask position to
obtain quasi-top-hat beam intensity distribution.

Conclusions
• Experiment results were comparable with theoretical data by using diffraction

theory (Fresnel approximation), errors were caused due to small phase mask
aperture dimensions mismatch and Gaussian beam asymmetry or beam width
fluctuation, as well beam phase front is spherical.

• The laser does not emit a beam with planar phase front, it is lightly spherical, thus
optical elements used in this experiment influence beam phase front form and its
sphericality.
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Top-hat beam planar intensity view at 
lens focus plane. Beam cross-section at different distance from lens

• In planar beam view, the beam 
intensity distribution is not 
strictly square as in simulation 
due to positioning mismatch.

• Quasi-top-hat beam 
parameters:

o Beam flatness (90 % 
intensity) width at 
focus: 90 µm.

o Beam width at focus on
half intensity: 180 µm

• Laser beam wavefront phase
delay outside phase mask
aperture (marked rectangle) is
higher than 1π
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• It was discovered that it is possible to form a quasi top-hat beam using a binary 
phase plate with a square aperture, which delays the Gaussian beam tail by π 
compared to the central part of the beam. 

• The quasi top-hat beam is observed about 7 mm in beam propagation direction 
or 15 percent of Rayleigh length. 
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